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802.16p Session #74
Closing Plenary Report
Chair: Ron Murias (InterDigital, LLC)
Activities of the Week

- AWD Comment Resolution
- Work Plan and Letter Ballot Schedule Discussion
  - Update to the Functionality Matrix
Comment Resolution

- AWD (119 comments)
  - 44 accepted, 33 superseded (up)
  - 23 rejected, 19 withdrawn (down)
  - AWD is now 802.16p-10/0018r3
- SRD (0 comments)
- EMD (3 comments, accepted)
  - 802.16p-11/0014r1
Work Plan/Schedule

• Reviewed AWD Schedule (not quite ready for LB)
• Plan:
  • Release updated AWD “not for ballot” with change marks (ASAP)
  • Release split AWD to match split 802.16, 802.16.1 documents (released within one week of the release of the new baseline documents)
  • Call for Comments on the new split AWD
  • Initiate WG LB following the September meeting
Documents Presented to the Working Group

• 802.16p-11/0018 Meeting Minutes
• 802.16p-11/0020 Closing Report